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Now that pandemic restrictions are winding down,
firework celebrations are bound to be on family agendas.
Please feel free to share this information with your
loved ones as a reminder to protect their hearing.

Fireworks safety: 3 tips to protect
your hearing this July 4th
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA)

Teaching Tennis to the
Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Thursday July 8 at 6:30 pm on ZOOM
Roy Trafalski teaches tennis to people
who are deaf or hard of hearing. He’ll talk
to us about how tennis benefits DHH
students, how tennis might be good for
you (or your grandchildren), and about
everyday challenges for DHH children.
Roy Trafalski is the Founder
and Executive Director of
Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Educational Athletic
Foundation (DHHEAF). The
DHHEAF program reaches
150 to 200 children from
various schools, and will
restart this summer at El
Dorado Park in Long Beach.
Mr. Trafalski is the only US
Professional Tennis Association Certified Tennis
Pro in USA dedicated to the DHH. From 2004 to
2012 he volunteered with the USTA’s Adaptive
Tennis Committee, the only DHH tennis program
in the United States.
Visit www.dhheaf.org to learn more about
the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Educational
Athletic Foundation.

Register for the meeting here:
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As the nation prepares to celebrate Independence
Day this week, the American Speech-LanguageHearing Association (ASHA) is encouraging the
public to make hearing protection a priority by
taking some basic precautionary measures at
fireworks, festivals, parades, and other events.
Many traditional Fourth of July festivities can reach
potentially dangerous noise levels. Fireworks and
firecrackers can be as loud as 150 decibels—
louder than a jackhammer or jet plane take-off.
Safe listening levels are generally 75–80
decibels. The louder the noise, the less time it
takes to damage a person’s hearing.
Noise-induced hearing loss is completely
preventable. But, once it occurs, it is irreversible.
Here are some tips to celebrate safely:
Use hearing protection. Basic earplugs, which
can be picked up at most drug stores, offer
surprisingly good hearing protection for most
teens and adults. Children are generally better
off using well-fitting earmuffs over earplugs.
Keep your distance. Stand at least 500 feet
away from noise sources, such as speakers, a
stage, or a fireworks launch site. The closer you
are, the more likely you are to hurt your ears.
Know your limits. If you or anyone in your party
are experiencing ringing in your ears or any
other ear discomfort, leave. Listen to your body!
Anyone who continues to experience pain or
ringing in the ears, or who is having difficulty
hearing, should visit a certified audiologist for a
hearing evaluation.
Learn more at https://www.asha.org/news/2021/
fireworks-safety-asha-urges-hearing-protection-thisjuly-4th/

3M loses third trial over
military earplugs
Reuters, June 20, 2021 (edited for length)

Upcoming chapter meetings on Zoom
August 12 – We’ll chat and discuss
problems or issues that you may have.
September 9 – Chapter advisor Dr. David
DeKriek will speak
June chapter meeting recap
In June, we learned about “Brain Hearing”.
Chalese Buttars, Au.D., explained how Oticon
technology uses “machine learning” to prioritize
speech over other sounds so the hearing aid
wearer can easily separate voices from
background noise. Background noise is a major
factor interfering with the sounds hearing aids
pick up. Research in hearing healthcare is
contributing to new and exciting hearing aid
technology.
If you’d like to watch a recording of the video,
click here: https://bit.ly/366vf4T
Member profile: Ilga & her mother Velga
What brought you to HLAA?
In 2015 a notice for a meeting featuring a service
dog enticed me to bring my HOH mother to our first
chapter meeting. Our impression that night was
“this is a sharp bunch of people, and a welcoming
and supportive group.” So we kept coming back.
What is your involvement with the chapter?
One night Bill Busch called for volunteers for his
HAT Committee, and I thought I could help out, while
also learning about hearing technology. Later I also
offered to produce the Informer, a task I enjoy as a
retired graphic designer.
How does HLAA help you?
From working with the HAT group, I have a better
understanding of the challenges and options around
hearing loss, for my mother and for others. My mom
likes to attend chapter meetings for the guest speakers
and to hear what other members are up to.
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Last week, a federal jury found that 3M Co.
failed to provide adequate safety warnings for
its combat earplugs and that a U.S. Army veteran who said he developed tinnitus after using
them sustained $1.7 million in damages, the
second such verdict against the company.
The ultimate amount that 3M would have pay
to Lloyd Baker will be smaller, as the jury in
Pensacola, Florida, found the company only
62% liable, according to a spokesperson for the
plaintiffs’ lawyers in the federal mass tort.
Jurors found that 3M failed to provide adequate
warnings for the earplugs, according to the
plaintiffs’ lawyers, Bryan Aylstock of Aylstock
Witkin Kreis & Overholtz, Shelley Hutson of
Clark, Love & Hutson and Christopher Seeger of
Seeger Weiss.
“Two juries have now determined that 3M knew
their earplugs were defective, yet they allowed
our servicemembers to suffer these life-altering
injuries,” they said in a statement. “We plan to
hold 3M fully accountable for the damage they
have caused to those who served our nation.
Hearing Loss & Tinnitus Claims
3M is facing more than 230,000 claims by veterans and service members over the earplugs,
known as Combat Arms Earplugs Version 2, in
the Florida court, in the largest consolidated
federal mass tort in U.S. history.
The latest case was the third over the earplugs
to go to trial. The first trial resulted in a verdict
of $7.1 million for three plaintiffs in April, while
the second ended in a victory for 3M in May.
Read the complete article from Reuters:
https://www.reuters.com/legal/litigation/3mloses-third-trial-huge-military-earplug-masstort-2021-06-19/
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Post-pandemic, what’s next
for people with hearing loss?
Shari Eberts, May 13, 2021
With vaccine #2 under my belt, my thoughts
have turned to the post-pandemic world, filling
me with both elation and dread. I can’t wait to
see friends and family in person, but I worry
that communication will remain difficult as
mask wearing continues.
I am thrilled to start traveling again but wonder
if my favorite destinations will be ready to
accept visitors. Live theater performances and
new restaurants beckon, but the changes
needed to keep them safe may make enjoying
these activities tougher.
Reopening will feature many of the same
dichotomies as the pandemic itself. There
will be highlights and lowlights, as we take
our pandemic resilience and our newfound
communication tools back out into the world.
I am excited for the challenge.
Covid-19 pandemic inspired
both fear & fortitude
The pandemic has been filled with tragedy and
loneliness, but it has also inspired grit and
resilience. Like many others, I have been forced
to take stock, learning important things about
myself and my priorities. Now it’s time to take
this knowledge into our post-pandemic lives,
rebuilding with intention so that our new
normals embody the values and character that
we hold dear. My priorities include:
Connections with others
When the pandemic hit, it felt like my world
shrunk overnight. No longer was I interacting
with different people every day; I was suddenly
living in a small bubble comprised only of
immediate family and the friends I saw on
Zoom. I was lonely, craving human interaction.

It gave me a deeper appreciation for my
personal relationships.
Meaningful work
Hearing loss advocacy provided purpose during
the pandemic. There was so much to do—face
masks and the abrupt shift to online living
created new communication issues that needed
to be addressed. The community came together
to advocate for our accessibility needs, and we
will continue to do so post-pandemic.
Self-care
For more than 10 years, I have relied on
yoga and meditation to help me manage the
ups and downs of daily life, including the
frustrations of living with hearing loss. When
the world changed overnight, I had yoga to
sustain me through the transition. Yoga added
normality and structure to my day and provided
time for self-care—something we all need
post-pandemic too.
The pandemic spawned lasting improvements
Despite the challenges of the pandemic, positive
changes emerged that should continue to
benefit people with hearing loss going forward.
1. Preference for video calls over audio calls.
The world has gone video, meaning the ability to
speechread on calls is here to stay. Video calls
also often have the option for auto-captions.
2. Acceptance of working from home. More
flexible work arrangements benefit all employees,
including those with all types of disabilities.
Less rigid work norms create an atmosphere
where asking for accommodations is viewed
more favorably.
3. Greater reach across geographies. Not being
local is no longer a reason to skip an important
conference or other event. While I miss the
hubbub of face-to-face meetings, it is reassuring
(continued on page 4)
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post pandemic

(continued from page 3)

that we can connect in this new way. Going
forward, a mix of both will be wonderful.
4. A more unified hearing loss community.
Virtual meetings connected the hearing loss
community over great distances and across
borders. No matter where we reside, we share
more similarities than differences. These bonds
are here to stay.
5. More interest in hearing loss. Hearing loss
hit the mainstream through movies like Sound
of Metal (despite its flaws) and news stories
about clear masks. We hope our documentary
We Hear You will continue to educate the
hearing world about the challenges we face
and the resilience we have shown as a hearing
loss community.
But communication challenges will remain
Communication has always been challenging for
people with hearing loss, and after more than
We are sorry to report
that Ken Saw passed
away recently. Only
weeks before, he
celebrated his 100th
birthday. Ken was a
longtime member of
HLAA, and served as our
chapter’s Corresponding
Secretary.

a year of isolation, our skills will be rusty. The
return of the large social gathering may fill some
of us with dread. We have adapted to a more
solitary life with fewer conversation partners in
more controlled listening environments. It will
take work—practice and patience—to rebuild
our communication skills post-pandemic.
Masks are also likely here to stay. Muffled
speech will be an issue and workarounds like
speech-to-text apps will remain critical tools.
As will self-advocacy. We must continue to let
others know about our hearing difficulties and
ask for the communication assistance we need.
Each time we do, we are educating others
about hearing loss and advocating for the
broader community.
Despite the challenges, I am eager to get out
there and see what the post-pandemic world
has in store for us. Aren’t you?
https://hearinghealthmatters.org/findhearing/
post-pandemic-people-with-hearing-loss/

Thanks to your support, Connor’s Beach
Buddies Walk4Hearing team raised $2525! Our
Chapter will receive 40% of the money raised.
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